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From: Gillespie, Glen (NE)
To: Alex Scorey
Cc: Jo Pickard; Tim Carter; Harriet Thomas; Gibson, Chris (NE); Lowrie, Ross; Marie Evans; Tom Carpen; Sian


John; Hunt, Richard; Donaldson, Jennifer (NE); Reid, Stuart; Pring, Dave; Lehain, Patrick (NE)
Subject: RE: Tidal Lagoon Cardiff - Paper SG9 Evidence Plan version 2
Date: 23 June 2016 16:05:50
Attachments: image001.png
Importance: High


Dear Alex,
 
I write to confirm that Natural England is content for the initial Evidence Plan document to be
published.
 
We would remind you that the Evidence Plan is a non-legally binding document that is almost
certain to evolve as pre-application discussions continue.


We look forward to working with TLP and other stakeholders as more data becomes available
and plans develop.
 
Kind regards,
 
Glen Gillespie
Severn Estuary Team Leader
Somerset, Avon and Wiltshire Team
Natural England
Rivers House
East Quay
Bridgwater
TA6 4YS
Tel: 020802 62289
www.gov.uk/natural-england
 


We are here to secure a healthy natural environment for people to enjoy, where
wildlife is protected and England's traditional landscapes are safeguarded for future
generations.


 
From 1 April 2011 please send consultations to Natural England by email at
consultations@naturalengland.org.uk  Or, if it is not possible to consult us electronically then
consultations should be sent to this postal address:
 
Natural England, Consultation Service, Hornbeam House, Electra Way
Crewe Business Park, Crewe, CW1 6GJ
 
Natural England is accredited to the Cabinet Office Customer Service Excellence Standard
 


From: Alex Scorey [mailto:alex.scorey@tidallagoonpower.com] 
Sent: 15 April 2016 17:15
To: Hunt, Richard; Donaldson, Jennifer (NE); Reid, Stuart; Pring, Dave
Cc: Jo Pickard; Tim Carter; Harriet Thomas; Gillespie, Glen (NE); Gibson, Chris (NE); Lowrie, Ross;
Marie Evans; Tom Carpen; Sian John
Subject: Tidal Lagoon Cardiff - Paper SG9 Evidence Plan version 2
 
Dear all,
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Please see attached a second version of the Evidence Plan, addressing comments made on the
first version and at the last Steering Group meeting. We have issued it as a secure PDF file (i.e.
allowing no editing/copying of text) as it contains redacted elements of text from the ToR
appendix due to their commercial sensitivity. We are happy to provide a word version of the
main text of the document on request. Also attached is a copy of our responses to the
comments made.
 
We anticipate that it will now be possible to formally agree this document, once any final
queries/clarifications are addressed, and then a clean version will be issued for uploading to the
PINS website. If you have any further queries on this document please could you send them
through by the end of April so we can agree it in May?
 
Jennifer, Stuart, Dave, please could you then also consider your preferred approach for


expressing agreement with the content of the document? As per Action 42 from the 3rd


Steering Group meeting (Action 42: All parties to agree the format for signing off the final EP.
PINS advice is that this is typically in the form of a confirmation letter from the SNCB.) would
it be the case that your organisations would issue a letter confirming your agreement to the
document? At the last meeting it was mentioned that there had been some discussion between
NRW, NE and the EA as to who needed to sign the document off – has this now been resolved?
Will it be all three of you to reflect the cross-border nature of the Project, and the cross-cutting
nature of your organisations responsibilities under the Habitats/Birds and Water Framework
Directives?
 
Any queries do get in touch, and have a nice weekend.
 
Kind regards
 
Alex
 
 
Full_Signature_English
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This email and any attachments is intended for the named recipient only. If
you have received it in error you have no authority to use, disclose, store or copy
any of its contents and you should destroy it and inform the sender. Whilst this
email and associated attachments will have been checked for known viruses
whilst within the Natural England systems, we can accept no responsibility once it
has left our systems. Communications on Natural England systems may be
monitored and/or recorded to secure the effective operation of the system and
for other lawful purposes.





